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Key Changes in the Tax Disputes Procedures

Introduction
In the UAE, the procedures and the timelines for a person to contest tax (VAT or Excise) disputes
and for the relevant authority to adjudicate the matters are set out in the Tax Procedures Law1. In
the recent amendment2, some of the key provisions related to the said procedures/timelines have
been relaxed with the effect from 01 November 2021.
In this alert, we have summarized the changes along with our comments.

Key amendments
1. Timelines
a. The time limits for filing a reconsideration application before the Federal Tax Authority
(‘FTA’), an objection before the Tax Dispute Resolution Committee (‘TDRC’), and an
appeal before the Competent Courts have been increased from 20 to 40 business
days
b. The time limit for the FTA to review the reconsideration application and issue a
decision has been increased from 20 to 40 business days, whereas for the TDRC, the
erstwhile provisions remain unchanged i.e., 20 business days with further extension
of 20 additional business days at the discretion of the TDRC.
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Dhruva Comments: The increase in time limit is a significant relief and will give enough time
for affected businesses to plan, strategize and present the case with adequate documentation.

At the same time, it is important for Businesses, to carefully track the date when they were
being notified of the decision and deadline to file the application or objection or appeal, to
ensure the matter is heard in terms of the provisions of the UAE VAT Law.

2. Payment of Tax & Penalties
a. For filing objection before the TDRC, it was earlier necessary to settle the entire
disputed amount (tax and administrative penalties). The said condition has now
been relaxed with only the tax amount to be settled (by cash) for objection to be
admissible before the TDRC.
b. With only the tax amount being payable before filing objections with the TDRC, for
filing an appeal before the Competent Courts, at least 50% of the administrative
penalties, as decided by the TDRC or as ruled by the Court, must be settled either
by cash or by furnishing a bank guarantee in favour of the FTA.
c.

The Cabinet may, at the suggestion of the Minister, make amendments to the
percentage prescribed above.

Dhruva Comments: Payment of only tax amount for the admissibility of a case before the
TDRC level and furnishing a bank guarantee for 50% of the administrative penalties before
Competent Courts will significantly ease the financial burden for businesses to pursue tax
litigation.

It would be important to see if businesses who have already paid 100% of administrative
penalties and whose case is currently pending before Competent Courts can take benefit of
this amendment and seek refund of the penalty amount from the FTA by furnishing a bank
guarantee for 50% instead.

3. Objections before the TDRC
a. An objection will not be admissible if it is not submitted within 40 business days
from the date of being notified of the decision issued by the FTA
b. For disputes below AED 100,000, the decisions issued by the TDRC are deemed
as executory instruments (i.e., final judgments). On the other hand, for disputes
exceeding AED 100,000, the decisions issued by the TDRC are deemed as
executory instruments (final judgments) if these are not appealed before the
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Competent Court within 40 business days from the date of notification of the TDRC
decision.

Dhruva Comments: It was practically seen that the TDRC and the Competent Courts were
rejecting an objection/appeal submitted if it was not filed within the prescribed time limit; now,
it has been expressly specified in the Law. In other words, any scope of the relevant authority
condoning the delay in filing of objections or appeals has been explicitly taken away.

4. Alternate Mechanism for Objection and Appeal for Federal or Local Government
Entities
The Cabinet shall, upon suggestion by the Minister, issue a decision adopting an alternative
mechanism of objection and appeal if the parties to the dispute are any of the federal or
local government entities specified in the decision.

Dhruva Comments: It would be important to see what the alternate mechanism is and which
type of federal or local government entities would be covered.

5. Cases for payment in instalments, waiver, refund of administrative penalties
A special Committee, chaired by FTA’s Director General, may issue a decision approving
the payment by instalments of the administrative penalties imposed, or totally/partially
waiving/refunding it.
The decision for forming the Committee, its bylaws, and the manner of holding its meetings
is expected to be issued.

Dhruva Comments: In April 2021, there was an amendment in the Executive Regulations to
the Tax Procedures Law3 about a tripartite committee to be set up by a decision of the Director
General, with the mandate to review such cases. However, there was no further development
known in the public domain in this regard. Now, with the amendments in the Tax Procedures
Law, it needs to be seen how businesses can seek penalty waiver/refund or payment in
instalments.
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Disclaimer:
This information contained herein is in summary form and is therefore intended for general guidance only. This publication is not intended to address the circumstances of
any particular individual or entity. No one should act on such information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular situation.
This publication is not a substitute for detailed research and opinion. Before acting on any matters contained herein, reference should be made to subject matter experts
and professional judgment needs to be exercised. WTS Dhruva Consultants will not accept any responsibility for loss occasioned to any person acting or refraining from
action as a result of any material in this publication.
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